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Summary:
In today’s world, the efficiency and flexibility of technology is just as important in the classroom as it is in everyday life. Laptop and desktop computers are becoming a thing of the past, and devices such as the iPad, iPhone and iPod touch are quickly becoming the new way of keeping in touch with the world. With *iLearn iTeach Powerful Utilities for iPad* you will learn how to easily turn your tablet device into a multi-functional tool that has as much a place in the classroom as it does at home or in the office.

*Powerful Utilities for the iPad* contains a comprehensive list of the most useful apps available from the iTunes Store, ranging from scanning barcodes to graphing an equation. Each entry contains a link to the app, pricing information and a short description of what the app can do. Using these applications, you will be able to turn the iPad from a simple tablet into a complete productivity computer, encompassing databases, mind maps, spreadsheets, and more.

The last chapter of *Powerful Utilities for iPad* is dedicated to the many tips and tricks that can increase the usability of the iPad. These include controlling battery life, syncing the iPad with different computers, projecting the screen, and many more.

Bring your tablet to its full potential with *iLearn iTeach Powerful Utilities for iPad*.

Supporting Resources:

- *iLearn iTeach iPod touch, iPhone and iPad Apps for Curriculum* (VIS3834)
- *iLearn iTeach STEM Earth Science Apps for iPad* (VIS6833)
- *iLearn iTeach Apps for iPad* (VIS3841)
- *Apps for Learning: iPad/iPod Touch/iPhone Apps for Middle Years Classrooms* (CO6871)
- *Apps for Learning: 40 Best iPad/iPod Touch/iPhone Apps for High School Classrooms* (CO1142)